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Globally based with more than 11,000 employees–in 30 
countries–
We take information and create value for our clients by 
providing insightful solutions. 

We discover, review, and analyze information so we can 
provide information-based solutions for our Commercial 
and Government clients to help them Make Decisions 
SmarterSM

Altegrity At A Glance



Altegrity Family
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Kroll is part of the Altegrity family of companies. We help clients reduce risks, solve problems, and capitalize on opportunities throughout the world with a broad range of investigative, intelligence, financial, security, due diligence, and technology services.



Kroll at a Glance
Kroll plays a vital role in protecting the reputation and assets of clients, by 
providing information and insight through our combination of investigative 
technologies and expertise.

Kroll’s unique combination of capabilities allow us to assist clients in a wide 
range of circumstances, these capabilities include:

– Technology (IP) for mining, aggregating, managing and presenting vast amounts 
of information in a meaningful context

– Seasoned investigative professionals with backgrounds in criminal prosecution, 
intelligence and investigative journalism

– A cadre of technical experts including computer forensic specialists, computer 
scientists and information security practitioners

Kroll is called upon most frequently to provide insights in the following 
situations:

– Disputes (investigation, litigation, arbitration, etc.)
– People (management teams, vendors, partners, employees)
– Enterprise data
– Lending 



• Business Intelligence
• Due Diligence and 

Transaction Advisory 
• Forensic Accounting
• Fraud Prevention and 

Detection
• Investigations
• Litigation Support and 

Dispute Advisory
• Security

Kroll’s Principal Services

• Employee Screening
• Right-to-Work 

Verification
• Identity Fraud Solutions
• Employment Physicals
• Substance Abuse 

Testing
• Vendor Screening 

• Data Recovery
• Paper and Electronic 

Discovery
• Computer Forensics
• Electronically Stored 

Information Consulting
• Jury Consulting and 

Trial Presentation 
Services 

Investigations, 
Financial Advisory 

& Security

Background
Screening

Legal Technologies
& Data Recovery 



Kroll’s Technology Environment
Data Centers

US – Twin Cities (3), Nashville
UK – Brighton & Bedford  

Over 13 petabytes of storage (EMC & HDS)

15,000 Microsoft SQL databases

2,200 physical Cisco, HP & Dell servers and 800 
virtual servers using VMware

2,000 HP CCI Blades to support compute clusters

AD, Exchange 2007, SharePoint 2007, Office 2007 & 
OCS

Cisco IP Telephony, routers, switches, global MPLS 
network using Verizon 

19 Data Recovery labs around the globe 

400 IT colleagues globally 
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Q: why are we listing brand names/vendors? Do we want to delete or refer to them more generically?



Tackling the Challenge of Data 
Management and Migration to Meet 
Legal and Regulatory Obligations



Learning Objectives

1. Work with business stakeholders and customers to 
understand the source(s) of business-critical data 
and business rules prior to conversion

2. Consider the pros and cons of available extraction 
tools and archiving systems

3. Learn best practice tips for implementing an updated 
data management protocol



Learning Objectives

1. Work with business stakeholders and customers 
to understand the source(s) of business-critical 
data and business rules prior to conversion

2. Consider the pros and cons of available extraction 
tools and archiving systems

3. Learn best practice tips for implementing an updated 
data management protocol



Why does the strength of 
your data management 

process matter?
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Why is creating a definable, repeatable, and defensible Data Management Process around your business data important/relevant? 



Business Environment Evaluation

Corporations must balance the need to comply with legal 
and regulatory requirements with the business efficiency 
and storage capacity concerns of IT

Must find a way to retain records as required while 
appropriately disposing of non-essential, non-record data 
to free storage space and prevent risks and inefficiencies 
caused by over-preservation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a business perspective: Corporate governance, cost containment, risk mitigation are all key objectives.



Case Law & Monetary Sanctions
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Presentation Notes
From a litigation perspective, recent court cases demonstrate the additional costs and penalties associated with a poor data management process…<case summary only included for background, summarize as needed>�Counsel’s Failure to Understand Computer and Archive Systems Results in Production Delay, Monetary Sanctions�In re A & M Florida Props. II, 2010 WL 1418861 (Bkrtcy.S.D.N.Y. Apr. 7, 2010).   In this bankruptcy litigation, the defendant sought sanctions alleging the plaintiffs and their counsel intentionally obstructed the discovery process by causing misunderstandings and by delaying the production of relevant e-mails, which resulted in “needless costs and frustrations.” The plaintiffs eventually produced more than 9,500 e-mails that were stored in the company archive system following two forensic searches. Based on the absence of intentional destruction and the fact that the sought-after e-mails were ultimately produced, the court noted that dismissal or an adverse inference would be “unjustly harsh.” However, the court found that the plaintiffs’ counsel “did not understand the technical depths to which electronic discovery can sometimes go” and noted that counsel has an obligation to search for sources of information to understand where data is stored. According to the court, if the plaintiffs’ counsel would have spoken with key figures at the company regarding the computer and archiving systems in place, the forensic search and subsequent motions would have been unnecessary. As such, the court found monetary sanctions to be appropriate.�



Case Law & Legal Hold Failure
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Presentation Notes
<case summary only included for background, summarize as needed>Court Imposes Preclusion Sanctions for “Grossly Negligent” Preservation Behavior�Jones v. Bremen High Sch. Dist. 228, 2010 WL 2106640 (N.D.Ill. May 25, 2010).   In this employment discrimination litigation, the plaintiff sought sanctions alleging the defendant failed to preserve relevant documents and intentionally concealed its document retention policy to hide its lack of compliance. Detailing the defendant’s preservation efforts, the court found it “undisputed” that the defendant failed to place a litigation hold in effect when it learned the plaintiff filed charges in October 2007. Instead, the defendant directed just three employees – whose conduct was in question in the lawsuit – to search through their e-mail and cull out relevant documents without supervision of outside counsel. Notably, all employees in the district could permanently delete e-mails by “double-deleting” them from their computers, and the e-mails would then be automatically erased from the backup system in thirty days. Despite finding that the defendant “clearly breached its duty to preserve relevant documents,” the court determined the actions were not willful and declined to impose an adverse inference instruction. However, the court found the defendant’s behavior grossly negligent, and precluded the defendant from arguing that an absence of discriminatory statements evidenced that no such statements were made and allowed for additional depositions at cost to the defendant.�



– Ability to produce relevant information in the event of 
litigation or an investigation is a major concern

– Over preservation can lead to increased IT staffing and 
storage needs

– Can also lead to greatly increased discovery costs by 
creating larger data volumes, which significantly increases 
document review time

Keeping Too Much Data Poses Significant Risks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping data “just in case” bloats IT budgets unnecessarily and increases e-discovery risks and costs when an investigation, litigation, or merger & acquisition occurs. 



Proactive Data Management: First Steps

Identify & Leverage Resources

Create an Application Inventory & Data 
Map

Classify Records & Determine Retention 
Periods

Determine Retention Procedures

Create a Discovery Task Force

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if keeping too much data is risky, then what is the process for managing it in a definable, repeatable, and legally defensible manner?Corporate data management is essential in today’s business world dominated by electronically stored information (ESI)These steps serve as a primer for an organization in creating and implementing a defensible data management plan:Identify & leverage resourcesCreate an inventory & data map as part of that plan to understand the source(s) of business-critical data  Classify records & determine retention periodsOnce you know what you have, determine retention procedures as well as destruction policiesCreate a discovery task force (a Steering Committee)



E-Discovery Task Force: Functional Areas

Response 
Team 

IT 
Corporate 
Security

Counsel
- Corporate
- Discovery
- Outside

Discovery 
Expert

Business 
Line 

Managers

Corporate 
Records 

Management

Human 
Resources
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The E-Discovery Task Force is a cross-functional steering committee that determines the best Response Team when threat of litigation occursFunctional areas to consider for steering committee include � (Corp Counsel, IT, Records Mgrs, Risk, Compliance, HR, Business Group Leaders)



Litigation Response Team

The response team should maintain knowledge of 
information regarding: 
– Where company data resides
– How it is maintained
– How it can be accessed and who should access it
– When it is destroyed

The response team should have oversight and / or 
ownership of the Data Map
– Identify and involve Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
– Ensure its proper use
– Ensure it is properly maintained
– Ensure maintenance stays current

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A well-maintained application inventory and data map can be an invaluable resource for the response team. This is a key tool for data collection and litigation response planning. 



Subject Matter Experts to Involve

IT Expertise
–Systems administrators
–E-mail administrators
–Application managers
–Backup operators
–Third party vendors
–External data stewards

Legal &Compliance Expertise
–Internal counsel and outside counsel
–Records management



Stay on Top of Maintenance

Build it, but then maintain it and keep it up to date

Intertwine with asset management, storage planning, 
information security assessments, vendor management, 
M&A&D, and other peripheral processes

Integrate with processes that deal with naturally occurring 
hardware and software lifecycles

Consolidate maintenance “pain points”

Leverage third parties to perform updates

Ensure support for efforts is “top-down”

Presenter
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M&A&D- Merger, acquisition, and divestiture



Learning Objectives

1. Work with business stakeholders and customers to 
understand the source(s) of business-critical data 
and business rules prior to conversion

2. Consider the pros and cons of available 
extraction tools and archiving systems

3. Learn best practice tips for implementing an updated 
data management protocol
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No w that we understand the source(s) of business-critical data and we’ve used SMEs to identify the associated compliance/regulatory business rules, what tools or systems can help?



Think Retrieval and Discovery…

Help your organization understand the difference between:
• “Backup”: restore business continuity (disaster recovery)
• “Archive”: retrieval discovery

Restore Retrieval
"Give me 
/home/barb/thing.doc from 
myserver on 7/30/2010”

"Give me all files of any 
kind, that were created 
between 7/1/2007 and 
7/1/2010, on any server, 
with the words 'project 
widget' in them"

“Give me a single email 
from Barb with a subject 
line of Widget from 
7/25/2010”

"Give me all emails from 
Barb to anyone outside the 
company written from 
7/1/2003 and 7/1/2010 that 
contain the words 'promise,' 
or 'guarantee'"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business process and objectives need to be clearly articulated before implementing technology.When planning for tools, be sure your organization understands the different objectives for backup versus archive. These terms get used interchangeably and often confuse people. Be clear about the workload involved today to achieve each objective given your current technical environment.On the left, providing answers to these restore requests using standard backup software is definitely “do-able”.However, if you are an organization who has full backups for the last 7 years, it will be extremely time consuming and costly to provide answers for the retrieval requests listed on the right.Archiving is an interactive, long-term storage of electronically stored information (ESI) in a separate file store (archive), with easy search and retrieval capabilities. – Not Disaster Recovery



•Restore a known file or email from a known directory/application from 
a known server from one point in time; not searchable

•Collections of backup snapshots may contain the same data over and 
over, while increasing the risk of omitting crucial content

•Provides more non-relevant data that must be reviewed, driving up 
discovery costs

Standard Data Backup Software

Presenter
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Because of the amount of data you’ve grabbed, you’re impacting your discovery costs. less complete (may not be getting IMs, getting SharePoint data, etc.)A continuum in terms of collection time and costs, accuracy/completeness/more comprehensive, & time in terms of what approach you use



Meet regulatory requirements for record 
retention
Meet short timelines to preserve, collect, 
process, review and produce
Deliver electronic information in a form 
conducive to cost-effective document review
Prevent spoliation of records - avoid fines, 
even jail
Control discovery costs – largest unbudgeted 
expense

Compliance,
Audits,  
Investigations, 
& Discovery

Enterprise Challenges
Why Enterprise Information Archiving?

Operational
Efficiency

Create effective retention policy – stop 
keeping everything
Improve mail server performance
Reduce data volume through single instance 
storage
Conserve IT resources consumed finding 
data to support litigation
Eliminate offline data stores (.pst or .nsf)
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Archive only contains the data types needed for discovery. If there is not a specific archiving requirement for a data type, don’t keep it.Operational Efficiency:Mail server performance – impacted as amount of e-mail continues to growStorage and storage management costs grow as volume of data increases at 40%/yr (Gartner 2009)IT resources consumed finding data to support litigationOffline data stores (e.g., .pst or .nsf files) create storage management challengesLack of retention policy increases data management costsCompliance, Audits, Investigations & Discovery:Regulatory requirements govern record retention periods, such as Sarbanes-Oxley, SEC 17a-4, HIPAASpoliation of records is greatest cause of fines by the courtsInability to comply is punishable by fines, even jailPotential damage to brand, image, market cap, profitabilityLargest unbudgeted expense in corporate America – discovery costsShort timelines to collect, preserve, process, review and produce documents for litigation result in fines and sanctions for the unpreparedMajority of electronic information is not stored, collected or delivered in a form that is conducive to cost-effective document reviewArchiving - Automates and enforces Document Retention Policies  - Ensures Metadata preservation  - Drives down storage requirements through single instance storage and compressionFrom a storage perspective, minimize or eliminate the use of .nsf and .pst. filessingle instant storagecompress info de-duplicationmove storage from Tier 1 storage (applications run, Exchange Server) to Tier 2  storage  - less expensive storageOptimize - your offline long term storage is going to be narrowed to your databases (SAP, PeopleSoft, Oracle, etc), stuff not in online archiveKeeping things only as long as you need toPurging - certified destruction 



E-Mail or Loose File Archiving Business Process Flow 

E-mails delivered
Content ingested:

Retention policies 
applied

User searches 
archive

Legal hold applied

Certified 
Destruction

Export for 
Use Cases

After legal 
hold has 

been 
released

Litigation/ investigation 
anticipated

or Files saved to 
Network

Emails & Attachments  
Network Files
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Process Flow of Archiving  Today we’ll talk through an email example since this is the most talked about topic. I’ll walk through a Compliance Capture utilizing the journaling functionality of the mail platform Upon sending an email, data is ingested (Captured) prior to recipient receiving the communicationDocument retention policies are applied to the message or information once ingested into the archiveCould be based on key word, custodian, department, categories for exampleThe document retention policies mean that all messages have a scheduled lifespan or destruction cycle based on the retention policies. The user has the ability to search the archive based on security permissionsA simple user can search their own archive – business as usualAdvanced business user such as HR, Compliance, Security, Legal can perhaps search the entire archiveLegal for example has the ability to apply legal hold to a custodian or document  - thus suspending document retention policiesThe information can be packed up and sent out for use cases such as discovery, internal / external audits, outside counsel, compliance, litigationOnce the legal hold has been released, the documents resume their retention policies and scheduled destruction  Export for Use CasesInvestigations (internal or external)LitigationComplianceDiscoveryAuditWhen looking at archiving systems, verify the system supports concurrency. This ensures that any data being held for multiple matters is not released when only one of the matters is settled. Retention and disposal schedules do not resume until all legal holds have been released on that message or file. 



Learning Objectives

1. Work with business stakeholders and customers to 
understand the source(s) of business-critical data 
and business rules prior to conversion

2. Consider the pros and cons of available extraction 
tools and archiving systems

3. Learn best practice tips for implementing an 
updated data management protocol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increased risk and liability when legal and regulatory criteria are not considered in data management planning. 



Identify The Process That Is Definable, Repeatable, 
Defensible For Your Organization

Follow Information Management Best Practices
– Comprehensive retention policy
– Implement it before litigation arises
– Monitor adherence to policy
– Create a detailed preservation plan/process – Legal Hold
– Keeping all data "just in case" bloats IT budgets 

unnecessarily and increases e-discovery risks and costs 
when an investigation, litigation, or merger and 
acquisition occurs. 

Presenter
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Have  you reduced your risk?If litigation obligations change, regulations change, apps change, business structures change then…measuring the effectiveness is a continual process of ongoing evaluation, process improvement, data map maintenance, auditing retention and destruction policies, etc.Considerations for the policy…How do you know it is being followed? Are employees keeping “copies” elsewhere (removable devices). Behaviors start within departments. Are removable devices acceptable? The answers are org specific but information management best practices apply.Review, test & document the process (don’t forget the release and disposal process) Vital for defensibility!Legal hold is a component to your data retention programs but requires a separate business process to identify legal hold criteria. IT learns of an incident, the scope of the data that is part of the legal hold, where the data is, what retention schedules that data is part of. For example, a patent dispute for a medical device – patent attorneys, all the drafts of documentation, where are they stored, the R&D that went in to the device and their related IP docs, and the clinical trials – really gets complicated – data is in the field w/ doctors that worked with patients, vendors that created subcomponents. Different data privacy rules – how do you get access to that data. Smart, proactive data management will provide control, save time, and ultimately save costs.Archiving reduces a company’s storage footprint and manages information effectively to avoid the potential high costs associated with over-preservationAllows for quicker data retrieval when needed, avoiding costs associated with unorganized or archaic systems.How important it is for IT and data mgmt groups to do due diligence on contracts with outside vendors – ensure that their legal teams or outside counsel understands technology. When evaluating contracts, protecting company interestsOutside Counsel may be putting data at risk – in terms of data accessibility, data stored with 3rd party.



Thank You!

Jeff Kubacki
Chief Information Officer

Kroll, an Altegrity Company
jkubacki@kroll.com
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